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Informatics / Writing Studies 303: Fall 2016
Writing Across Media

Section A
______

“Writing moves through space composing connections among people, places, and things”
—Nathaniel Rivers, “Geocomposition in Public Rhetoric and Writing

Pedagogy”

Assignment #1: Digital Soundmap 

As we’ve discussed, the sonic character of  our surroundings helps us make sense of  place. But how, precisely, 
do these sounds construct meaning? What arguments do they make? And in what ways do technologies influ-
ence how we inhabit and listen to our spaces?

For your first major project, then, you will leverage multiple media and modes to explore the relationships 
between sound and place. In this assignment, you will collaborate with your peers to create a digital 
soundmap of  Champaign-Urbana by engaging with and recording sounds from the physical space of  UIUC 
and the C-U community. In composing and writing about your group’s digital soundmap, you will make an 
argument or arguments about what sounds define Champaign-Urbana and what they reveal about life and 
culture throughout the city. 

On the whole, this assignment will help you better comprehend how recording sound functions as an act of  
writing. In addition, you stand to gain a more critical and nuanced understanding of  how digital technology 
enables you to process and interpret sound as you move through your acoustic environment.

How to Do It:

This digital soundmap project requires you to collect field recordings around campus and Champaign-Ur-
bana: in buildings (on campus), in outdoor environments, in shared and public spaces, etc. I ask that each 
group member records a minimum of  30 sounds. I won’t place rigid requirements on what sounds you can 
and can’t record or their duration, but I would encourage you to try and capture sounds during different days 
of  the week, at varying times, and in different weather climates for the sake of  creating a diverse, sonically 
rich soundscape. Remember—the goal is to document sounds that you and your group believe to define and 
make an argument about Champaign and Urbana. So if  you choose to upload 15 cat chirps to your group’s 
soundmap, you’ll have to defend your recording choices in your written rationale (more on this below). 

To complete this assignment, you will be placing your recordings in Soundcities, a website that allows users to 
upload recorded sounds to a dynamic, constantly evolving Google Map. Your recordings are tagged with ge-
olocative information—GPS coordinates and a timestamp—and Soundcities will also require you to provide a 
brief  title of  the uploaded sound at hand.

I also require that you keep a soundlog—a running list of  every sound you record—for the sake of  assess-
ment. In a separate Word document, create a numbered list of  your sounds that features the following infor-
mation: a brief  description of  the sound, the time it was recorded, and where you recorded it. This document 
will be submitted along with your written rationale.

You’re more than welcome to use any digital recording device to record the sounds of  Champaign-Urbana; 
most smartphones have some sort of  recording capability. If  you need an audio recorder, feel free to check 
out the necessary equipment at UGL’s Media Commons.

http://soundcities.com
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As noted above, you will be working in groups for this project. Two of  the groups will be responsible for 
recording sounds in Champaign while the other two groups will record sounds in Urbana. Each group is re-
sponsible for preparing / compiling a digital sound map of  either Champaign or Urbana and present their 
findings to the class. Our last day of  this unit will have us examine all groups’ digital soundmaps together as a 
single artifact and provide the basis for a final reflective discussion of  sound and space. This conversation will 
center on what information our digital soundmap revealed and offer a time for you to give voice to other 
things you might have noticed during your sonic composition process.

Written Rationale:

By the time you and your group complete your digital soundmap final draft, you will each need to write a 
formal written rationale (800-1,000 words) about your experiences creating your project. Even though your 
soundmap is a group project, you’ll need to write your rationales individually. In this polished, reflective doc-
ument, you should address the following questions: 

• How would you describe your field recording process? What made you decide to record some sounds and 
not others? Why did you think that the sounds you uploaded would be a valuable contribution to the 
map? (Be sure to cite specific examples that you uploaded to your map!) 

• What argument(s) does your digital sound map make, and what arguments does it make about place and 
space that wouldn’t be (as) communicable in other media? 

Throughout this rationale, you’ll need to explicitly engage with at least two course readings that we’ve read 
this semester. How have the these authors’ theories, ideas, and observations influenced, challenged, or com-
plicated your composing process for this assignment? Be sure to cite accordingly using MLA, APA, or Chica-
go style.

Finally, I ask that you use this document to reflect on your revision process. Explain how your composing 
process changed over the course of  this assignment and how you addressed peer feedback on your group’s 
digital soundmap.

For this written rationale, you won’t need a thesis statement or an overarching argument. Consider this sub-
mission more like a thinkpiece, but be sure to answer all of  the questions and components listed above. Per 
the assignment description above, please remember to attach your completed sound log—a numbered list of  
the sounds you recorded—to your rationale.

All written rationales should additionally adhere to the following formatting guidelines: typed; double-spaced; 
one-inch margins; and 12 pt., Times New Roman font. These documents should feature the following infor-
mation in the upper left-hand corner of  the page in descending order: your name, course title, my name, and 
the assignment’s due date. Your last name and a corresponding page number should also appear in the upper 
right-hand corner of  every page. 

Please submit your written work as a Word file with the file name “LastName_SoundmapRationale.docx.” 
For example, my file name would read “Middleton_SoundmapRationale.docx.”

Deadlines:

Peer Workshop: Thursday, Sept. 8

• Be prepared to show a work-in-progress version of  your digital soundmap. You should have around 
half  of  the required uploaded sounds present in your map 
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• Also come with a “slice” of  your written rationale. I won’t mandate a word count here—aim for 
about half  of  the required word count—but you should have substantial written material and ideas 
to discuss with your peers 

Final Digital Soundmap Due: Thursday, Sept. 15

• Each group should be prepared prepared to give a 5-7 minute, informal presentation of  their sound 
map that describes their map’s argument and the information it reveals. 

• Be sure to submit your written rationale and attached soundlog to Compass 2G before the start of  
class. 

Grading:

This assignment is worth 15% of  your final course grade.  Failing to complete this assignment’s written ratio-
nale or failing to participate in its related peer review sessions in class, either sufficiently or in its entirety, will 
result in a reduction of  your final grade for this project. 

In the case of  gross negligence of  an individual group member, the other member of  said group should get 
in touch with me, and we’ll work out a solution. 

The grading rubric for this assignment is as follows: 

___/20  Soundmap: Technical Proficiency 

• You individually upload a minimum of  30 sounds to your group’s map. 
• Your uploaded sounds are located in your group’s assigned geographical area. 
• Your sounds are appropriately diverse and have been collected from a variety of  

environments. They should work to help characterize the sonic nature of  Cham-
paign-Urbana.  

• Each sound uploaded to your group’s map is appropriately, specifically, and concise-
ly titled. 

___/30   Soundmap: Rhetorical Proficiency 

• Your group’s digital soundmap makes (a) rhetorical argument(s) about Champaign-
Urbana. It uses the affordances of  sound to illuminate new insights and information 
about the community or campus. 

• Your digital soundmap reflects the theoretical principles discussed in course read-
ings. 

___/50   Written Rationale 

• Your rationale explains and defends your rhetorical decision making process—Why 
did you create your map the way you did as opposed to some other way? 

• Your rationale comprehensively answers the questions discussed on the assignment 
sheet above (Field recording process, what types of  information your soundmap 
reveals, etc.)  

• You explicitly engage with at least two course readings through quotation, para-
phrase, summary, and analysis. These sources are cited using either MLA, APA, or 
Chicago style. 
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• You explain your revision process: how your plans evolved throughout the process 
and through trial and error and how you addressed peer feedback throughout your 
composing process. 

• You complete and attach a soundlog that catalogues your field recordings with the 
appropriate notation (time, place, brief  description).


